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Abstract
In the present era computer network is taken as the core component of various technology supported areas such as banking sector, emergency systems and communication areas. With this increase in network usage the kind of data protection required to make the system secure is also serving as a challenging task. It includes attack resistant Internet services which results high demand for network analyst which measures the security situations successfully. Existing network analysis tools lacks such capabilities of analyzing the network and access situations correctly. Situation awareness mechanism gathers current network condition and clearly defines the boundaries by which security solutions can be designed effectively. It reflects all the changes made in configurations and methods taken as a security measures by maintaining a database which later on used to make the decisions for network security improvements. It also makes the visualization of attack conditions by making the graphs and plots which greatly improves the rate and the quality measures of persons or machines decision making.

This work is going to detect the actual network status by using various metrics of the basis of which accurate decisions can be made. These decisions are used for assessing the current network and status of working devices and let them aware about the network actual conditions. Primarily the HRCAL work is using four categories of metrics like Host, Route, Configuration and Attack Level Analysis.

Keywords: Situation Awareness, Vulnerability Detection, Attack Graphs, Network Configuration Metrics, HRCAL (Host, Route, Configuration and Attack Level Analysis).

Introduction
At present, the network constitutes as a core component for information processing system in various areas like financial sector, power generations and emergency systems. These systems are continuously using different types of information’s from multiple locations. In such situations where data is generating and getting updated regularly from various ends identifying its behaviour and authenticity is a critical area of work for researchers. Security of these networks from malicious intrusions is significant to the economy and of our people. Thus a standard way to measure network security will brings different users together with vendors and researchers. In the last few years there has been some significant improvements over providing standardizing such security measures using: Topological Vulnerability Analysis, Network Hardening and Attack Response. To provide the better security against the tremendous attacks in the Internet, there is developing high demand for network analysts to know about the situations of network security effectively [1]. The existing tool lacks such functionality of analyzing and representing the actual network behaviour. For each network and security assumptions, the current focus is on qualitative aspects rather than a quantitative analysis. Thus, to measure the overall security of a network one must first understand the vulnerabilities and how they can be combined to construct an attack which is harmful for network. The idea behind the network security situation assessment and awareness is for consolidation of all available information for identification of attack vulnerable to the system. An early finding leads us to develop some countermeasures to avoid such conditions. They process information from various sources and start a proper fusion of information for directing the attacks detections and other security relevant activities through network modifications [2].
Measuring situation awareness consists of various aspects of network and security behavior of the system. Initially the current situation is analyzed by recognizing and identifying the kind of security breaches which includes attack vulnerabilities calculation. It is serving more than any intrusion detections which only identifies the intruder. Apart from that the situation awareness system identifies the type of attack, its impact, source, target etc. Impact measurement is further categorized to current analysis and future impact. The system is also capable of understanding the evolution condition which helps the analyst to track the major changes in component configurations. This monitored information identifies the entities behavior and its effects the network dropping. The system has to be responsible for ensuring availability, integrity and confidentiality of current network situations. Their primary challenge is to maintain situational awareness over thousands of network objects and events [3]. The system totally depends upon the quality of information collected to take the decisions; if the information is poor then the analysis is also weak. Thus, information generation and processing is a vital task for effective situation awareness system and hence it must be updated and complete to derive an intelligent decision.

Existing approaches had situation-awareness consist of vulnerability analysis using attack graphs, intrusion recognition and alert association, attack analysis, attack impact analysis and forensics and information flow analysis [4, 5, and 6]. Thus this work identifies such boundaries from which attack resistant system can be separated from actual changes by mapping those parameters on visualization mechanism. It uses metrics based measurement for achieving its goal in timely basis.

**Background**

In the last few years, some progress is made in standardizing security metrics but still having some issues in their working boundaries. For measuring the complete and effective security vulnerabilities detection and their attack constructing pattern needs to be identified in real time before damage occurs. Some of the issues findings are addressed as a part of situational awareness are related to design based vulnerabilities identification for attack and response detection [7]. Although various security tools such as firewalls and intrusion detection systems have been deployed in the detection and prevention of attacks, these security tools often generate huge reports as well as numerous false positives and false negatives. It is commonly too difficult for network analysts to understand and manage extremely large amount of network reports [8]. An effective tool on network security situation awareness is highly required to help us fuse all available information properly and comprehend the situations of network security with ease. The current focus is on qualitative aspects rather than a quantitative study of network security. It also have various interconnectivity and dependencies modifications analysis, threat mapping and assessment, positive and negative change detections and configuration and working boundaries monitoring etc.

Network Situation Awareness is one of the key requirements for effective management composite devices of complex or geographically dispersed network activities [9]. It opens the area of parallel accessing conditions and attack level analysis for defense activities, such as area surveillance, command and control, network-centric operations and asset protection. Situation awareness may apply, for instance, to the functionality, availability, capacity, data security, and alteration and development of networks and services. To plot the actual visualization of situational assessment some design diagrams needs to be generated. Thus in case of networks best ways is to use the attack graphs that most often used for quantitative analysis of security. Individual attack detections are of no use today because so many variants and attack combinations are hitting market daily. Most of the attack graph analysis toolkits are designed to do deterministic attack consequence estimation. In real time situation-awareness, such consequence estimates could be very misleading due to various uncertainties. Alert correlation techniques cannot handle the inherent uncertainties associated with inaccurate interpretations of intrusion detection sensor reports (such inaccurate interpretations lead to false positives/negatives in determining whether an IDS alert corresponds to an attack). Lack of data or complete knowledge may raise additional uncertainty management issues.

There are so many issues generated with assessing the current network situations:

- The type of alerts and its frequent updations is large in numbers and some time actual changes in network might be detected as an attack causes false alerts generation which misleads the actual aim [10].
- Identification of DDoS is very complex to determine because of their variants nature and lack of knowledge [11].
The uncertainty coming in current tools needs to be handled in a better manner and lacks reasoning capability. Attack detection decision has to be more accurate and on time with proper system configuration analysis.

Our vision is that attack graphs can be used to do vulnerability analysis and analyze the damage that can be caused by an attack. It can also be able for calculating the cost of reconfiguration and the amount of resistance to an attack. Thus an optimal solution with metrics can be developed and hence is our prime aim with this paper.

Related Study

Network security situational awareness mechanism is very important for military and emergency responses and other than that it is very much required concerning the effective security. In the paper [12], it is calculated with the help of visualization mechanism for correct assessment like that form attack graphs. It provides potential and accurate mechanism using model based on Gray Theory through Residual Error Corrections. It uses three functions Primary residual error correction, secondary residual error correction, and tertiary residual error correction. It resolves the issues related to discrete nature of raw data. Although the proposed method has done some research in achieving network security situational awareness, but many of the key issues needs to be deepen and improved. The experimental evaluation shows that the observation of the model to the network security situation is able to achieve a reasonable getting accuracy, which is full of practical terms.

In the paper [13], author suggested a novel framework for security evaluation with attack modeling using SIEM (Security Information and Event Management) system. It is totally based on internet data for better analysis of security situations and current attack involvements. The proposed management system is based on attack analysis using malefactor behaviour identification and graph generation through various metrics for risk assessment. The paper also presented a prototype for future implementation based on suggested approach. Primarily it is calculating the vulnerability using interactive decisions.

Apart from the above vulnerability identification mechanism there are some mechanism which is designed to identify the intruder’s process and their affections. One of that is AIDF (analytical intrusion detection framework) which is proposed in [14]. It uses a probabilistic inference mechanism for generating the most probable forensic clarification based on not only just the practical intrusion detection alerts, but also the unreported signature rules that are exposed in the possibility model. It is quite often for IDs to be opened in full logging mode for the forensic data gathering. It can be considered as practical implementation and solution of anti-DoS strategy in a authentic world deployment.

So many authors had also worked on reducing the complexity so such systems which are too complex to implement for a smaller systems. Among them one is given in [15] for reducing the complexity of generating the attack graph. The suggested approach concludes the work as: First, it splits the network into fragments and does parallel computing for each fragment with subsequent result combinations and second, it gives the aggregation and abstraction for representations of attack actions. Its evaluation is based on comprehensive simulation of malefactor’s actions, construction of attack graphs and computation of different security metrics. At the initial level of work, its experimental results show its authenticity and accuracy.

In the paper [16], the author introduces the tools and techniques used to store information about sequences of packets as they are collected on an enterprise network for SiLK. It gives the result approximation based on network flows by generating its own records for data transmission. It analyses multiple flow records for situation assessment. Mainly it identifies active timeout, cache flush and router exhaustion for attack analysis and vulnerability assessment. So by giving both the volume and complexity of this data, it is critical to understand how this data is recorded and that is effectively achieved by above visualization tool.

In the paper [17], some more visualization tool for network situation is proposed by NCSA. These are (1) NVisionIP and (2) VisFlowConnect-IP. The above tools satisfy all the requirements of system administrator for accessing the actual network conditions. They provide IP analysis, huge data processing, and filtration of packets which provides the correlation of events to identify the drops created by malefactor’s device. This work is distinguished from others in that these are the first Internet security visualization tools to be freely accessible on the Internet and deployed in large invention environment.
To get the accurate assessment of network situation, visualization of current devices and host interactions needs to be plotted in correct manner. This can be achieved by network visualization diagrams which satisfy administrator’s requirements. It monitors the traffic and will able to control it also. To do this effectively a tool design is implemented in the form of VisFlowConnect as a prototype application. It discovers a variety of interesting network traffic patterns. Some of these were harmless, normal behavior, but some were malicious attacks against machines on the network. This demonstrates that these visualization techniques serve as a powerful tool for situational awareness of network security events.

This paper [19] focuses specifically on the design decisions made during the VisFlowConnect development process so that others may learn from the calculated experiments. Because for the current Tools- the result of these design decisions extensible to processing other high volume multi-dimensional data streams where link connectivity/activity is a focus of study. Thus this paper reports experimental results quantifying the scalability of the underlying algorithms for representing link analysis given continuous high volume traffic flows as input.

WNN-Based network security situation quantitative prediction method and its optimization is given in [20] for accurate and real-time prediction. It provides the basis of preventing intrusions and attacks in a large-scale network. The paper suggests a new model Wavelet Neural Network with Genetic Algorithm (GAWNN) and Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) method with the same architecture in convergence speed, functional approximation and prediction accuracy. The tool had some additional predictions for administrator for accurate assessments.

Carrying forward the above research and accurate analysis of network situations few of the authors had also applied the artificial immune technology as in [21]. It enables self-learning and self-adapting of network system, and increases its immunity and viability. When network is under attack, it can find out the current network security situation and future trend in an all-around way, provide grounds for reasonable and accurate response to guarantee the usability of system. Situation forecast makes prediction of future network security trend based on historical and present network security situation information. When network information system is under attack, network security situation awareness model based on immunity has all-around and whole knowledge of current network security situation and its future trend and can provide grounds for reasonable and accurate response to guarantee the availability of system.

Some of the authors had developed a unique standard for correct and unified network conditions and behaviour accuracy detections. This system is Common Vulnerability Scoring System, which is an emerging standard for scoring the impact of vulnerabilities [22]. The results of an analysis of the scoring system and that of an experiment scoring a large set of vulnerabilities using the standard are presented. Although the scoring system was found to be useful, it contains a variety of deficiencies that limit its ability to measure the impact of vulnerabilities.

The above study on various research articles demonstrates here that how actual assessment of network is required to be for removal of deficiencies of existing systems. So the derived results shows that using common vulnerability standards is not sufficient apart form that some more data mapping metrics needs to be used and a new model needs to be proposed for effective detections.

**Problem Identification**

Network situation security assessment and awareness is mechanism which requires frequent modifications in attack databases and must give real time vulnerability calculations and alerts. It is used to perceive network security situations comprehensively. Based on the fusion of network information, the current tools make a qualitative assessment on the situations of network security. The existing system can recognize the network security situations through fusing large amount of network information. The existing system which is taken as a base for this work CNSSA [1] adopts the measurement metrics of the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) to make quantitative assessment on the situations of network security which needs to be modified for frequent updates processing. It should also implements filter function in its information collection process. To measure the overall security of a network one must first understand the vulnerabilities and how they can be combined to construct an attack. Recent advances using attack graphs can be used to measure quantitatively the security of a network.

After studying various research works carried out during the last few years following are the key
requirements or problems identified as a baseline for our proposed work:

- The current focus is on qualitative aspects rather than a quantitative study of network security.
- Current situation has to be understood deeply for better understanding of the system and attack vulnerability identifications.
- The development of prediction function and decision recommendation is not given and hence more accurate filter and prediction function needs to be designed for accurate and early analysis of vulnerability and attack impacts.
- Situation perception needs to be plot in multi-view so as system administrator gets deeps access of analysis and affects for particular attacks.
- False alarm has to be filtered out for improved performance and situation tracking

Thus by this research work our objective is to develop new algorithm and architecture for enhancing the machine intelligence against the attack detection and network security situation assessment and awareness. The successful deployment of such system will lead the network to self protections from evolving network attacks situations.

**Proposed Work**

This work proposes a novel HRCAL model for accessing the actual network situations and providing the attack resistant decisions on time. It increases the security views which are available with current networks. The work measures the actual network conditions by accessing the data from all the connected devices. It identifies the changes made in the network which are positive and which are making the network down. Hence making the system as anti-attack resistance, it needs to get better analysis of their behaviour and impacts levels. Thus it uses various assessment metrics and applies the most suitable approach to reduce the vulnerability through various assessed attacks. The proposed work had stored the network state while there is no attack probability and then continuously monitors the current state. Comparison is made regularly to detect the attack probability through the attack graphs. It measures the type of changes occurring in the network and detects potentially anomalous changes to the network configuration. This potential can alert administrators to dynamic changes in the network situation. It detects the devices and networks that are new, missing, or changed, and displays their information depending on their status.

The proposed architecture of the system is shown in figure 1.1. Initially the number of system is monitored to get the current network situation values. Under this monitoring phase various types of network devices and their status is sensed like it will detect the changes occurring in the network configurations, number of host variations, devices working efficiency etc. This measured data is stored in the repository store for current state values. It consists of two stages: security policy detection and network configuration assessment. In the next phase this information can be read by information collector modules from the log details of the individual store and repository for respective data. This data is then passed on to situation measurement modules which work on the bases of five metrics: network configuration, attack impact, policy updates, attack routes and threat risk analysis. This metrics is used for awareness generation regarding the current network situation and for malicious and unwanted activity pattern detection.

This can be achieved by creating various attack graphs from which decision can be taken to detect such activities. Thus an attack graph created from the suggested metrics is going to calculate the types of response and action identification. This mechanism will also generate the alert message to aware the system admin or the controlling device to stop such activity. In this way an improved network awareness can be identify to measure to improve the existing network security situations based on Host, Route, Configuration and Attack level analysis (HRCAL).

**Use of Security Metrics:**

It involves data extraction techniques like spatial index, predictive analytics and machine learning to take the decisions. To measure such awareness security metrics is a very important aspect for information security. These metrics are to facilitate decision making and improves performance accountability. It represents all the parameters in quantifiable and measurable manner. They have to be considered as a reference point which allows the admiration of the systems quality points. This term is very often used to describe the concepts of metric, measure, score, rating, rank or assessment. But for the most important objective of the information security metrics is being developed and specify a useful decision support reporting security system.

The above metrics will create a reference level model about monitoring and improvement to contribute to the definition of the security level for
evaluation, validation and the optimization of the security necessities. It will also contribute to the enhancement of the existing security practices and to the integration of information security to its business processes values.
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HRCAL based network situation awareness

Tables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Metrics Tag</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Data Sources</th>
<th>Functionality/Type Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Host Behaviour</td>
<td>Scan Information</td>
<td>Type, Specification; Criticality Level;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Attack Routes</td>
<td>Network Traffic</td>
<td>Response Time Delay; Route length, Max and Min Damage Route;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Network Config</td>
<td>Network Traffic</td>
<td>Network Bandwidth Consumption; Type, Number, Category with IDS Installed or Not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Attack Impact</td>
<td>IDS Alerts</td>
<td>Packet Drop Rate; Damage Level, Vulnerability Score etc;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Metrics Tag</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Data Sources</th>
<th>Functionality/Type Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Threat Level</td>
<td>IDS Alerts</td>
<td>Min and Max Quantity of Different Vulnerable, Risk level of threat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expected Benefits

The presented approach differs from the former work in that it focuses on achieving comprehensive and accurate threat evaluation. The real situation awareness mechanism automatically analyze huge amount of data for useful patterns, unusual behavioral and configuration changes, measuring the dependencies in effective manner. Instead of emphasizing particularly the impact of isolated incidents, the current mechanism of HRCAL filters out some network packets corresponding to irrelevant or invalid intrusions by fusing information (service, application software and vulnerability) generated by a scanner, and some packets corresponding to unsuccessful intrusions by use of intrusion response rules that serve as the standard for determining whether or not it is to succeed in achieving user privilege. Once a decision is reached, planning and execution (of the response actions) occur.

- Better Security analysis process;
- Easy modification of network configuration and security policy.
- Attacker behavior and intent analysis
- Information combination for network situation-awareness
- Achieving self-awareness for network devices
- Active and passive attack detection
- Transmission intrusion detection
- Deep Packet Inspection

Evaluation Parameter

On the basis of above proposed mechanism there is a need to prove the performance and authenticity of proposed approach and hence few performance analysis parameters is needs to be given so as to evaluate the approach correctly. These are network bandwidth consumption, packet drop rate and response time delay which serve as security evidences that are used to represent the running state of the target host. These are defined as follows:

- **Network Bandwidth Consumption**: It is defined as the ratio between the increased in transmission data bytes by intrusion and the
maximum increase in transmission data bytes up to some operation level of system which is unacceptable state; Similarly for decrease can also be calculated.

- **Packet Drop Rate**: It is defined as the percentage of total number of non replied requests over total number of issued request. It gives the details about the total packet sent and total packet received.

- **Response Time Delay**: It is defined as the increase in response time of packet sent to destination due to intrusion upon the maximum increase in response time due to updations in level of data transmission.

The fusion of the three evidences results in a more accurate measure of system security than does relying on single evidence.

**Conclusion**

Situational awareness is essential for improving the security of network having large number of devices continuously interacting with each others. It is associated with various applications like military, healthcare, air traffic control or aviations etc. However, the number of studies in the field of situational awareness for new applications has grown significantly in the past few years. Network security situation awareness system should have the ability to handle information coming from multiple sources, which will include information of network topology, network configuration, vulnerabilities, system logs, network security device alerts, network traffic and etc. Based on proper information fusion, a network security situation awareness system provides network analysts with the insight into security relevant activities occurring within their networks, so as to help them make decisions or modifications on their networks. Thus as its usage is increasing the trust for more accurate attack analysis is also creating pressure. Thus for providing a pivot in the area of security assessments, this work proposes a novel HRCAL security situation awareness mechanism based on five set of metrics. The unique feature of the proposed system is real time analysis and behaviour plotting through attack graphs. It can also process different types of information simultaneously. At the initial level of research it proves as a better option for network and security administrator. Future results and implementation prototype will definitely makes the way open for various researchers.

**Future Work**

Some problems and concepts that remain unaddressed can be performed in future as a theoretical background, but the first thing is to develop a prototype so as to prove the results. Such as with the help of pre-emptive approach more information can be added for exact timely analysis of network situations & its successful assessment with high accuracy. It can also be used for quantitative & qualitative analysis.
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